Not only does Lexipedia work in English, but it also offers Spanish, French, Italian, German, and Dutch.

Lexipedia is very useful for translating, and when learning other languages, because it shows how words are connected and related.

Several teachers from Spain, Poland and Italy have been noted encouraging their students to use Lexipedia when revising vocabulary and writing. Lexipedia can be useful when studying literature and preparing for creative writing in a different language.
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Lexipedia can be described as an online dictionary and thesaurus combined, with an added layer, a twist. Lexipedia shows the connections and relationships between words through a visual, animated web.

It displays nouns, verbs, synonyms, antonyms, adverbs, adjectives and “fuzzynyms” (a word closely linked/related to another).

According to its creators Lexipedia allows you to "explore related words and their meanings, to expand your vocabulary, conduct research, gather information and select the best word or phrase to express your idea".

What Is Lexipedia?

Features:

- Interactive dictionary and thesaurus
- Displays visual word web view & text based view
- Provides definitions
- Suggests alternative word choices
- Gives sample sentences
- Includes audio files indicating pronunciation
- Enables word searching in many languages including: English, Spanish, German, Dutch, French, and Italian

Real World Applications:

Teachers can use Lexipedia as a teaching aid for students when they:

- Write papers
- Edit and revise writing content
- Learning and expanding vocabulary
- Working with parts of speech
- Use foreign languages

Lexipedia goes above and beyond and will increase your student’s vocabulary and word un-